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I have gained invaluable skills through experiences such as working as a teaching assistant for
'Kumon', an international private tuition organisation, this position required skills such as team work
and critical thinking as it often entailed helping children (ranging from 4-14 years of age) with work
they struggle in or, at times, dealing with uninterested children and motivating them to complete the
task at hand. Other experiences include Voluntary work abroad in 'Manshiet Naser', Egypt. This is one
of the largest slums in Egypt in which a free school funded by 'St Steven's Children' Charity is located. I
travelled to this School in the Summer of 2012 as part of a team of 4 to use our bilingual skills to teach
children-(as young as six) English numbers and the alphabet, this experience was very beneficial in the
sense that it showed me first-hand the benefit of even the most basic education on a less-well off child
whom has had minimal education

Work Experience
'The Noise project'

Voluntary Work - Chichester
June 2008 to Present
Chichester, West Sussex I have undertaken in this project since I was 10 and first found out about it
through my local church. The Noise is a local project held in Chichester that consists of being in a team
of around 5 and going into the houses of those who are elderly or disabled and doing manual work, that
they are unable to do themselves, free of charge. This usually would be clearing out over grown gardens,
however, another aspect of the project was to talk to those being helped and engage in conversations
which I found vital to the project as some of the people I had met were often widows or widowers or
in several cases, had disabilities that forced them to stay in their house, unable to go out and see new
people.

Teaching Assistant

Kumon Tuition - Chichester Branch - Chichester
February 2013 to May 2015

Child Care Assistant

Little Steps Nursery - Chichester
February 2013 to February 2013
I undertook a work experience placement in a nursery named ''First Steps". I felt this would be
necessary in confirming that I would like to take a career path that involves working face-to-face with
people and especially children. .

English Instructor

Steven's Children - Egypt, UK

July 2012
Volunteering － 'Manchiet Naser' slum, Egypt

Education
GCSE (A*/A) in Biology, Chemistry,Physics, French, English Literature,
Mathematics and Religious Education. B's in History, English and Performing
arts

Bishop Luffa School - Chichester
2014

Level 2 Certificate in Preparing to Work in Adult Social Care in Care
Chichester College - Chichester

Additional Information
Skills
-Proficient in Maths -Critical Thinking
-Strong Time-Management -Organisational Skills
-Effective communicator -Problem solving

Hobbies
- Competitive football, representing School,
Local Club and University Club
-Reading: I am part of a virtual reading club that
meets biweekly
-Outdoor Activities: I enjoy paddle boarding,
wild swimming and camping
-Other Interests include indoor sports such as
table tennis, snooker and pool.

